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Abstrat. It has been observed that the use of an abdutive formalism

allows to formulate �nite domain problems in a muh more delarative

style than with the use of a �nite domain onstraint language. However,

suh a system tends to have omplex inferene rules and it is very diÆult

to understand how the formalization inuenes the performane of the

abdutive solver.

This paper explores the expressive power and the omputational require-

ments for a muh more restritive abdutive system where the abdutive

omponent is restrited to the abdution of open funtion symbols. The

result is a language and an evaluation mehanism whih remains more

lose to onventional logi programming than other abdutive systems

1 Introdution

Many onstraint programs solving a �nite domain problem are written in a

rather proedural style: setting up a data struture ontaining the domain vari-

ables, reating onstraints and then enumerating the domain variables. A typial

example is the program solving the n-queens problem:

queens(Q,N) :-

generate(Q,N,N),

safe(Q),

instantiate(Q).

generate([℄,0,_).

generate([X|T℄,M,N) :- M > 0, X in 1..N, M1 is M - 1,

generate(T,M1,N).

safe([℄).

safe([X|T℄) :- noAttak(X,1,T),safe(T).

noAttak(_,_,[℄).

noAttak(X,N,[Y|Z℄) :-

X \= Y,



Y \= X + N,

X \= Y + N,

S is N + 1,

noAttak(X,S,Z).

instantiate([℄).

instantiate([X|T℄) :-

enum(X),

instantiate(T).

With suh an approah, the solution is obtained as a list of numbers where

the i

th

number indiates the olumn oupied by the queen in row i. Muh more

omprehensive and delarative would be to present the result as the least model

of a prediate position/2 where position(i,j) represents that the queen in row i

is plaed on olumn j. Having available a prediate position/2 would also allow

for a muh more delarative style of stating the onstraints. For example, the

least model of the position/2 prediate must satisfy the following axiom (we use

a Prolog-like syntax for the right-hand-side with \;" for disjuntion):

% a queen on row R1 should not attak a queen on a higher row R2

false <- position(R1,C1), position(R2,C2), R1<R2,

(C1=C2 ; R2-R1=C2-C1 ; R2-R1=C1-C2).

Using a general purpose abdutive system suh as SLDNFA [2℄, one an

state that position/2 is an open prediate, formulate the onstraints on the

open prediate as integrity onstraints, and ask for an abdutive solution of the

problem satisfying all integrity onstraints. However SLDNFA is very general

and its performane is no math for dediated CLP systems. The situation an

be alleviated by integrating abdutive systems with CLP systems: using the

abdutive system to generate the onstraints to be solved by the CLP system.

This approah is taken in [6℄ and [9℄. In this paper we explore a slightly di�erent

approah by severely restriting the use of abdution. However we retain an

expressive language. Moreover, the exeution mehanism remains more lose to

the familiar SLD or SLDNF proedure and hene is easier to understand and to

ontrol.

The ore omponent of our approah is the introdution of open funtions.

Their introdution allows to eliminate the abdution of atomi fats while re-

taining muh of the expressivity of abdutive systems. The exeution mehanism

beomes almost that of SLDNF. The only extra diÆulty is the presene of open

funtion symbols for whih standard uni�ation annot be applied. Their pro-

essing gives rise to residual onstraints whih an be handed over to a solver.

For the queens problem, introduing an open funtion pos/1, one an de�ne

the prediate position/2 as:

position(X,pos(X)) :- size(N), X in 1..N.

where size/1 de�nes the size of the board and X in Y..Z de�nes the integer

values X in the interval Y to Z.
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In setion 2, we introdue open funtions and de�ne a semantis for our

logi. Setion 3 explores the relationship with abdution. In setion 4 we use

some examples to disuss the general priniples of the exeution mehanism.We

show that it is feasible and interesting to integrate tabulation. In setion 5 we

show some more examples of �nite domain onstraint programming problems for

whih abdutive formulations have been worked out for other abdutive systems.

Setion 6 gives a more formal presentation of a simple proof proedure for our

language. We �nish with a disussion in Setion 7.

2 The language and its semantis

In the logi that we de�ne, a theory is built from three sorts of expressions:

{ delarations of open funtions:

open funtion(f=n)

Also onstants (n=0) an be open funtions. A term with an open funtion

as prinipal funtor is alled an open term.

{ Rules de�ning prediates. They have the same form as in standard logi

programming:

A:-L

1

; : : : ; L

n

where A is an atom and L

1

; : : : ; L

n

are literals.

{ Integrity onstraints. While from a semanti point of view any FOL axiom

ould be allowed, we onstrain integrity rules to be in the form

A

1

; : : : ; A

m

 B

1

; : : : ; B

n

withA

i

atoms andB

j

literals. As will beome lear, A

1

; : : : ; A

m

 B

1

; : : : ; B

n

is semantially and omputationally equivalent to B

1

; : : : ; B

n

; not(A

1

); : : : ; not(A

m

).

We allow for a non-empty disjuntion in the head beause it gives often rise

to a more readable formula. The restrition to lausal form is motivated by

the need to give the programmer ontrol over the evaluation of the integrity

onstraints (left to right exeution order).

Note that we use di�erent onnetors to distinguish rules (:-) from integrity

onstraints ( ). In the examples we also make use of \;" to denote disjuntions

in the right-hand-side of rules and integrity onstraints as is ommon in Prolog.

A fourth omponent in the language has no diret bearing on the semantis

but is a diretive stating for whih prediates a model satisfying all integrity

onstraints has to be omputed. It is of the form

?�model(L)

with L either a prediate name or a list of prediate names. In the sequel, we

refer to these prediates as the target prediates.

A theory in the logi onsists of expressions of the above sort. It represents

an axiomatization of the problem domain. Intuitively, the meaning of the theory

is as follows:
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{ The domain of disourse is the Herbrand universe of all funtion symbols

and onstants that are not open funtions. These are alled the free funtion

symbols and onstants. The alphabet onsisting of these symbols is denoted

�

f

. Its Herbrand universe is denoted HU (�

f

).

In extensions of the logi with CLP-domains, the domain of disourse will be

extended with the elements of the CLP domain, e.g. the set of reals, rationals

or integers.

{ The open funtions represent arbitrary funtions in the domain of disourse.

{ The set of rules forms an indutive de�nition, de�ning all user de�ned pred-

iates in terms of equality, CLP prediates and the free and open funtion

symbols.

For example, in the queens problem, Example 1 in Setion 4, the de�ned

prediate size/1 depends only on the free funtion symbols while position/2

also depends on the open funtion symbols.

{ The role of integrity onstraints in this logi is the same as the role of FOL

axioms in lassial logi. They represent properties of the problem domain.

On the level of the semantis, they have the same role as in lassial logi:

they �lter out all undesirable interpretations.

The set of rules in a theory represents an (indutive) de�nition of the user-

de�ned prediates. As argued in [1℄, the well-founded semantis is a generalized

priniple of indutive de�nitions with negation. Consequently, the semantis of

the logi de�ned here is a simple integration of an extension of the well-founded

semantis for logi programming and lassial logi semantis for the integrity

onstraints.

A 3-valued interpretation I is a model of a theory T i�

{ Its domain of disourse D

I

is HU (�

f

). (Hene, open funtions are inter-

preted as funtions within this domain.)

{ I satis�es all integrity onstraints IC in T . That is, eah integrity onstraint

IC 2 T has truth value true in I. As usual, this is denoted by I j= IC.

{ I is a well-founded model of the set of rules in T , as explained below.

In the theory of logi programming, given a prediate logi program P in an

alphabet �, its well-founded model is de�ned as the well-founded model of the

propositional grounding of P in the Herbrand universe HU (�).

This onept of well-founded model an be easily extended to the ase of rules

with open funtions. Let R be the set of rules in our theory and I some pre-

interpretation of the theory with domainHU (�

f

). The grounding of R w.r.t. I is

obtained as follows. Consider �rst the grounding S

g

of R w.r.t. the full alphabet

� with the open funtions. Then the I-grounding of R is obtained by evaluating

all terms in S

g

w.r.t. I. That is: all terms ourring in S

g

are replaed by their

interpretation under I.

The result is a set of ground rules in the Herbrand base of �

f

. I is a well-

founded model of R i� I is a well-founded model of the I-grounding of R.

Note that the integrity onstraints ontribute to �

f

but have otherwise no

inuene on the well-foundedness of a model. Their role is in ondition 2, to
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rejet or aept a well-founded model based on a partiular interpretation of the

open funtions.

A speial ase. When all rules in R are de�nite rules, i.e. do not ontain negative

literals, then the omplex notion of well-founded model an be replaed by the

muh simpler notion of least model. In that ase, an interpretation I is a model

of T i� I satis�es the two �rst onditions in the above de�nition and is the least

model of R extending the pre-interpretation in I.

3 Relation with abdutive reasoning

In the n-queens problem mentioned in the introdution, the key omputational

step in �nding a solution onsists of �nding the right interpretation for the open

funtions. This is typial for problems we address with our system. It is a kind

of abdutive problem and an formally be stated as follows:

De�nition 1. Given a logi theory T with open funtion delarations, rules and

integrity onstraints, the abdutive problem is to �nd a pre-interpretation I that

an be extended to a model of T .

This de�nition is both related to abdution and model generation. First,

this problem formulation is remarkably simple ompared to more traditional

de�nitions of abdution in the ontext of logi programming, e.g. in [5, 2℄. In

traditional treatments, abdution is de�ned as the searh for a set � of ground

abduible atoms and a substitution � suh that for a given query  Q, the set

of rules in the program plus the atoms � is onsistent, entails the FOL axioms

and entails the universal losure 8(�(Q)).

The latter ondition means that � is an answer substitution for the free

variables of Q, given �.

The relationship with the de�nition above is stronger than may seem:

{ The interpretation of the open funtions an be made expliit by means of

an open prediate map/2. Open terms t an be replaed by a fresh variable

X and an atom map(t;X) an be added to the right-hand-side of rules

and integrity onstraints. Then the problem onsists of �nding an abdutive

solution � for the open prediate map/2.

{ In the above problem formulation there is no query to be explained. However,

a query an be solved by introduing open onstants for the variables of

interest, a new prediate and an integrity rule linking the query with the

new prediate. More preisely, given an atomi query q with free variables

X

1

; : : : ; X

n

, open onstants a

1

; : : : ; a

n

are introdued. Let q

0

be the query

with the variables replaed by the open onstants. Then we add the de�nition

answer(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

): and the integrity onstraint q

0

 and query for the

model of answer=n. By doing so our logi in e�et omputes an assignment

� for these new open onstants suh that �(q) is entailed by the omputed

pre-interpretation. This is (almost) equivalent with the omputation of an

answer substitution.
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The sort of abdution as de�ned above, is also very related to model gener-

ation. Indeed, note that eah pre-interpretation I an be extended in at most

one way to a model of T . This is beause given the pre-interpretation, the set

of rules of T allows only one well-founded model. In this sense, the problem of

omputing I is equivalent with omputing a model of T .

Hene, our problem is on the borderline between abdution and model gen-

eration.

4 Exeution mehanism

Example 1. The queen problem an be formulated as follows:

open_funtion(pos/1).

size(8).

position(X,pos(X)) :- size(N), X in 1..N.

% olumn positions are on the board

Y in 1..N <- size(N), position(X,Y).

% a queen on row R1 should not attak a queen on a higher row R2

false <- position(R1,C1), position(R2,C2), R1<R2,

(C1=C2 ; R2-R1=C2-C1 ; R2-R1=C1-C2).

% query

?- model(position/2).

A straightforward exeution strategy is to write the integrity onstraints as

denials and to evaluate them using SLDNF. However, uni�ation has to take

into aount that the interpretation of the open funtions is not the Herbrand

interpretation but an unknown one. Hene the equalities involving open funtion

symbols should not be solved using standard uni�ation but give rise to residual

equalities. To satisfy the integrity onstraints, the interpretation of the open

funtions has to be suh that the residual onstraints redue to false. The searh

for suh an interpretation an be takled using a �nite domain onstraint solver.

For example, the denial orresponding to the �rst integrity onstraint is  

size(N ); position(X;Y ); not(Y in 1::N ): After some SLD steps, the denial  

not(pos(1) in 1::8) is obtained. Evaluating the query  pos(1) in 1::8 gives rise

to onditional solutions pos(1) = 1, . . . , pos(1) = 8. Hene, not(pos(1) in 1::8))

fails if pos(1) = 1_ : : :_ pos(1) = 8. Evaluating the other branhes of the searh

tree yields similar onstraints pos(i) = 1 _ : : :_ pos(i) = 8 for all i in the range

1 to 8. Eah of these onstraints de�nes the range of the interpretation of the

term pos(i) as a �nite domain. In a similar way, the other integrity onstraint

an also be redued to residual equality and disequality onstraints involving the

open funtion pos/1. The whole set of onstraints an be handed over to a �nite

domain solver whih then returns an interpretation satisfying all onstraints.
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This interpretation an then be used to ompute the least model of the target

prediate position/2.

A soure of ineÆieny is that the target prediate(s) are evaluated several

times. The use of tabulation [8,10, 7℄ an be onsidered to redue this over-

head. When the open funtion symbols do not our during the evaluation of

the bodies of the de�nition of the target prediates {a suÆient ondition an

easily be veri�ed syntatially{ then these bodies an be diretly exeuted under

SLDNF, without monitoring the uni�ations. The answers {with uninterpreted

open funtion symbols{ an be tabled as fats to be used by all later alls to

the target prediates. This approah is valid for most of the examples we have

onsidered so far and ould substantially redue the omputational ost.

A neessary ondition for obtaining a solution is that the evaluation termi-

nates. By using a left to right evaluation strategy for bodies of rules and integrity

onstraints, we give the programmer some ontrol. The situation is similar to

that of Prolog programming. The eÆieny and termination of the evaluation

relies on the areful ordering of bodies by the programmer. The main di�erene,

whih makes termination harder to ahieve than in logi programming, is the

presene of the open funtion symbols. Indeed, uni�ation with open funtion

symbols never fails as it is delayed. The e�et on termination properties is lose

to the e�et of replaing open terms by variables.

4.1 Tabulation

As we have seen above, it is rather straightforward to integrate tabulation in

our evaluation mehanism. This is beause the evaluation strategy remains very

lose to that of SLDNF. Besides enhaning performane, tabulation an, as in

logi programming, be essential to ensure termination of the evaluation. As an

example, onsider the problem of �nding a losed path in a graph whih visits

eah node exatly one.

Example 2. Hamiltonian path.

open_funtion(path/1)

edge(1,2).

edge(2,3).

edge(1,3).

edge(3,4).

edge(3,1).

edge(4,1).

node(X) :- edge(X,Y).

node(X) :- edge(Y,X).

path(X,path(X)) :- node(X).

reahable(X,Y) :- path(X,Y).
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reahable(X,Y) :- path(X,Z), reahable(Z,Y).

% onstraints

% path is following the edges

edge(X,Y) <- path(X,Y).

% all nodes are reahable from node 1

reahable(1,X) <- node(X).

% redundant onstraints whih an be useful to prune the searh spae

% no node is onneted to itself (assuming more than one node)

false <- path(X,X).

% eah node has one inoming path

X=Y <- path(X,Z), path(Y,Z).

% query

?- model(path/2).

One of the integrity onstraints depend on the de�ned prediate reahable/2

whih is reursive. Evaluation of this integrity onstraints under SLDNF is non-

terminating. Tabling the reahable/2 prediate avoids the loop. The presene of

open funtion symbols makes that we have to do with tabulation in the ontext of

onstraint logi programming as e.g. in [4℄. This implies some modi�ations with

respet to standard tabulation. Firstly, |spei� to our use of open funtions|

it is ineÆient to table two alls whih only di�er in a open term as uni�ations

whih suh a term have to be delayed anyway. Better is to replae that term

with a fresh variable as this redues the number of di�erent all patterns. The

uni�ations involving the open funtion symbol are then introdued by mathing

the answers against the original all pattern. Seondly, |as with tabulation in

the ontext of onstraint logi programming| answers to tabled prediates are

onstrained fats, the onstraints being equalities involving the open funtion

symbols. Hene the lookup operation whih uses tabled answers to solve a all

has to ope with onstrained fats instead of simple atomi fats. Finally, in

general it may happen that a all gives rise to syntatially distint answers whih

are semantially equivalent. A subsumption tests whih ares about the residual

onstraints may redue the total number of answers and hene the overall ost

of the omputation.

Our prototype has tabling inorporated and is able to solve this problem.

Other abdutive systems suh as SLDNFA [2℄ are trapped in a loop by the

reursive de�nition of reahable.
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5 Some more examples

5.1 Job-shop problem

Example 3. Job-shop sheduling is de�ned as the problem of assigning in time

n jobs on m mahines where eah job is a request for the sheduling of a set of

tasks with a partiular order. In our formalism it an be desribed as:

open_funtion(start/1)

% a database with fats

% job(name,deadline,releasetime). % name is a key

% task(name,job,duration,resoure). % name is a key

% follows(t1,t2). % task t1 has to starts after end of t2

start(T,start(T)) :- task(T,J,D,R).

% definition of two tasks overlapping in time

overlap(T1,T2) :- start(T1,S1), task(T1,J1,D1,R1),

start(T2,S2), task(T2,J2,D2,R2),

overlapping_interval(int(S1,S1+D1-1),int(S2,S2+D2-1)).

overlapping_interval(int(S1,E1),int(S2,E2)) :- S1<=S2, E1>=S2.

overlapping_interval(int(S1,E1),int(S2,E2)) :- S2<S1, E2>=S1.

% tasks are ompleted before the deadline of a job

S+D-1 <= Dln <- start(T,S), task(T,J,D,R), job(J,Dln,Rlt).

% tasks do not start before the releasetime of a job

S >= Rlt <- start(T,S), task(T,J,D,R), job(J,Dln,Rlt).

% tasks using the same resoure do not overlap

T1=T2 <- task(T1,J1,D1,R), task(T2,J2,D2,R), overlap(T1,T2).

% tasks respet the ``follows'' relation

S1 >= S2+D2 <- follows(T1,T2), start(T2,S2), task(T2,J2,D2,R2), start(T1,S1).

?- model(start/2).

The evaluation of the integrity onstraints sets up all onstraints. The �nite

domain solver then searhes for a solution.

5.2 Power plant maintenane

Example 4. A fragment of a power plant maintenane problem borrowed from [3℄

where it is desribed within SLDNFA.

open_funtion(start/3).
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% a database with fats

% peak(w,p) % expeted use in weak w is p

% apaity(p,u,) % unit u of plant p has apaity of 

% duration(p,u,m,d) % maintenane m of unit u in plant p takes d weeks

maintenane(P,U,M,start(P,U,M)) :- duration(P,U,M). % the start time

% the apaity when all plants are operational

maxap(M) :- findall(C,apaity(P,U,C),L), sum(L,M).

% definition of two maintenanes overlapping in time

overlap(P1,U1,M1,P2,U2,M2) :-

maintenane(P1,U1,M1,S1), maintenane(P2,U2,M2,S2),

duration(P1,U1,M1,D1), duration(P2,U2,M2,D2),

overlapping_interval(int(S1,S1+D1-1),int(S2,S2+D2-1)).

overlapping_interval(int(S1,E1),int(S2,E2)) :- S1<=S2, E1>=S2.

overlapping_interval(int(S1,E1),int(S2,E2)) :- S2<S1, E2>=S1.

% definition of unit U of Plant P with apaity C being on maintenane

% during week W

onmaintenane(P,U,W,C) :- maintenane(P,U,M,S), duration(P,U,M,D),

overlapping_interval(int(S,S+D-1,int(W,W)), apaity(P,U,C).

% definition of reserve apaity R during week W

reserveapaity(W,R) :- maxap(Max), peak(W,Pk),

findall(C,onmaintenae(P,U,W,C),L), sum(L,S),

R=Max-S-Pk.

% S is sum of elements in L

sum(L,S) :- ... % omitted

% reserve apaity during a week should be greater than 10000

R > 10000 <- W in 1..52, reserveapaity(W,R).

?- model(maintenane/4).

�ndall(C,apaity(P,U,C),L), sum(L,M) is the Prolog ode whih omputes

the sum of the apaities of all units. (Expressing the delarative meaning of

M requires the use of seond order logi [3℄). The use of the �ndall/3 prediate

in the de�nition of maxap/1 is not a problem as this de�nition does not in-

volve open funtions. However, the de�nition of onmaintenae/4 depends on the

open funtions, hene it has onstrained answers. It implies the exeution of the

�ndall/3 prediate (and the alls following it) has to be delayed until the solver

has hosen an interpretation for the open funtions. This is a situation where

the generation of onstraints and the solving have to be tightly integrated and
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where the hoies made by the solver an fore baktraking over the proess-

ing of some of the integrity onstraints. This ontrast with previous examples

where the integrity onstraints ould be fully evaluated before the solver solves

the onstraints involving the open funtion symbols. This example is outside the

sope of our urrent prototype implementation.

5.3 Planning

One of the strengths of abdutive systems suh as SLDNFA is in the delarative

expression of planning problems in, for example, the event alulus. To onstrut

a plan, some unknown number of fats ation(E,A) are to be abdued to reah

a desired goal state. In suh a fat, E is the sequene number of the ation and

A is a term desribing the ation suh as e.g. pik up(b1). However in pratie it

is neessary to limit the number of ations in order to guarantee termination in

ase no plan exists. At �rst glane this problem seems beyond the expressivity of

our language. However, the following fragment shows how we an ope with the

open prediate ation/2. The approah is to distribute the information in the

term desribing the ation over a number of binary relations. In this fragment

they are name of ation/2, soure of ation/2 and destination of ation/2.

open_funtion([ation/1,soure/1,destination/1℄).

% the upper bound on the number of ations

bound(20).

% the bloks of our bloks world

blok(b1). ... blok(bn).

% definition of the name_of_ation 2 prediate

name_of_ation(X,ation(X)) :- bound(N), X in 1..N.

% for ations involving parameters suh as pik_up/1, a prediate

% soure_of_ation/2 defines the soure blok involved in the ation.

soure_of_ation(X,blok(X)) :- name_of_ation(X,Y), (Y=pik_up; Y=put_down).

% put also has a detination

destination_of_ation(X,blok(X)) :- name_of_ation(X,Y), Y=put_down.

% integrity onstraints

% the domain of the open funtion ation/1

Y=put_down;Y=pik_up,Y=skip <- name_of_ation(X,Y)

% the domain of the open funtion soure_of_ation/1

blok(Y) <- soure_of_ation(X,Y).

% the domain of the open funtion destination_of_ation/1

blok(Y),Y=table <- destination_of_ation(X,Y).

% the target prediates

?- model([name_of_ation/2,soure_of_ation/2,destination_of_ation/2℄).

The use of the skip ation allows to searh for a plan of exatly 20 steps. Beause

ations have varying number of parameters, the de�nition of target prediates

suh as soure of ation/2 depends on another target prediate. This introdues

extra diÆulty for the evaluation mehanism and is outside the sope of our
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urrent prototype. However, the fragment shows that it is possible to desribe

the problem without introduing too muh extra omplexity in the formalization.

6 A simple proof proedure

In this setion we present more formally a simple proof proedure for evaluating

programs in our language.

A state is a tuple hG jj C i where G is a normal goal and C is a formula

representing the onstraints olleted so far. A state h a;B jj C i where a is

seleted literal an be redued by one of the following rules:

1. if a is an atom p(s

1

; : : : ; s

n

) and p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) B

1

is a program lause then

the new state will be

h s

1

= t

1

; : : : ; s

n

= t

n

; B

1

; B jjC i

2. if a is an equation s = t where neither s nor t ontain open funtions and

� = mgu(s; t) then the new state is h �(B) jj �(C) i.

3. if a is a primitive onstraint or equation ontaining an open funtion then

the new state is h B jj a ^ C i.

4. if a is a negative literal not(p) and h2 jj 

1

i; : : : ; h2 jj 

n

ig are the �nal states

of all possible derivations starting from h p jj true i then the new state will

be h :

1

; : : : ;:

n

; B jjC i.

A derivation from a state S

0

is a sequene of states S

0

; S

1

; : : : ; S

n

; : : : suh

that there is a redution from S

i�1

to S

i

. A derivation from a goal G is a

derivation from the state hG jj true i. A suessful derivation is a �nite derivation

with a last state h2 jjC i.

To use this proedure for solving the problems represented in our framework,

we an write the integrity onstraints as denials of the form false  L

1

; : : : ; L

n

,

add them to the program P and onsider the goal  not(false). A suessful

derivation for this goal with a �nal state h2 jj C i will essentially evaluate the

integrity onstraints w.r.t. the program and redue them to the formula C on-

taining only primitive onstraints. Then an interpretation of the open funtions

satisfying the answer onstraint C an be extended to a modelM of the program

P suh that M j= IC.

To obtain suh a pre-interpretation we an give the formulaC to a onstraint

solver. An important restrition for performing this step is that the arguments

of all open funtions appearing in the onstraint formula C must be ground.

Then in order to �nd an interpretation of the open funtions we an replae

every ground instane f(d) of an open funtion f in C with a new variableX

f(d)

and obtain a new onstraint formula C

0

. These new variables will stand for the

interpretation of the partiular ground instanes of the open funtions. The new

formula C

0

an then be simpli�ed to a onjuntive normal form and given to a

�nite domain onstraint solver. If there is a solution then the bindings of the

newly introdued variables will give the interpretation of the open funtions.
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7 Disussion

Delarative knowledge representation is a powerful paradigm. In the ontext of

delarative spei�ations many omputational problems are of abdutive nature.

However, abdution is omputationally omplex. Understanding all details of the

inferene rules requires a very good knowledge of logi. Moreover, it is very hard

to understand how the formulation inuenes the performane of the exeution.

This ontrasts with logi programming languages suh as Prolog, where the

programmer an exerise a rudimentary but omprehensive ontrol by arefully

ordering atoms in lauses.

In his paper we have started the exploration of logi programming extended

with open funtions. We have shown that �nding an interpretation for the open

funtion symbols whih is onsistent with the integrity onstraints is a form of

abdution. Throughout a number of examples, we have shown that it allows for

elegant delarative formulations of prototypial problems in the areas of �nite

domain onstraint programming and abdutive programming. Also, the exeu-

tion strategy beomes basially SLDNF, the only deviation is for uni�ations

involving open funtion symbols, hene it should not be too hard for an experi-

ened logi programmer to ontrol the omputational aspets.

In our proposed language, a program onsists of:

{ Delarations of open funtion symbols.

{ De�nitions of prediates as onventional logi programs.

{ Integrity onstraints, also written as logi programs, but allowing for lauses

with disjuntions in the head.

{ Delarations of the target prediates, the user de�ned prediates whose mod-

els make up the answer to the problem.

The kernel of the exeution mehanism onsists of evaluating the integrity

onstraints (after transforming them to denials) and to generate onstraints on

the open funtion symbols whih ensure that the integrity onstraints are sat-

is�ed by the solution. Contrary to full abdutive systems, the evaluation stays

lose to onventional SLDNF evaluation. The main di�erene is that uni�a-

tions have to be monitored to trak the presene of open funtion symbols as

their interpretation di�ers from the Herbrand interpretation and is unknown at

evaluation time. The uni�ations involving open funtion symbols give rise to

onstraints whih are handed over to a �nite domain onstraint solver whih

searhes for an interpretation.

The use of an SLDNF like evaluation mehanism makes it feasible to inor-

porate a tabling mehanism as we have illustrated with the Hamiltonian path

example.

We have built a very simple prototype as a meta-interpreter in Prolog. It is

able to evaluate most of the examples desribed in the paper. However, muh

researh remains to be done to redue the overhead of monitoring all uni�ations

for the presene of open funtion symbols. Tehniques from abstrat interpre-

tation ould be applied to analyze in whih argument positions open funtion

symbols an our. Uni�ations not involving them ould be diretly exeuted
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in the underlying Prolog system. This ould drastially limit the overhead of

monitoring uni�ations. Another soure of overhead is that ertain branhes of

the evaluation of integrity onstraints an reah a state where the residual on-

straints involving the open funtion symbols turn out to be unsolvable, either

by themselves or when ombined with already derived onstraints from other

derivations. Carrying on suh derivations is redundant, however deteting this

would require a tight integration with the onstraint solver and even then ould

be prohibitive expensive as searh is inherent in verifying that a �nite domain

problem has a solution. Hene it may well be neessary to embed the use of open

funtions and of tabulation diretly in a CLP language with failities to ontrol

the proessing of onstraints.
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